
Rock art, ritual and relationships

Chapter 8

Ritual in central Australia

8.1 Introduction

In the previous three chapters, I have characterised aspects of the central Australia

rock art assemblage, identified chronological changes and structuring principles and

investigated the spatial distribution of elements of the rock art assemblage. I will now

discuss the structural form of the rock art assemblage in relation to the model

formulated in Chapter 3, which identifies principles common to all ritual. This will

allow me to identify aspects of the assemblage related to ritual and, more particularly,

explain the ways in which the production of rock art was incorporated into ritual

behaviour in central Australia in the past.

The chronological analyses I have undertaken on the rock art assemblage have shown

that a common vocabulary persisted through time with motifs produced in an

increased number of techniques in more recent times. Motif assemblages at many

complexes were built up using multiple acts of repetition throughout the entire period

of rock art production. While the earliest engraved art was relatively homogeneous

across the region, there is some variation between the eastern and western areas of the

region in the more recent art. The composition of the engraved assemblage from the

last 1400 years or so, and the more recent pigment art, varied from complex to

complex. The distribution of pigment art varies within complexes. Drawn motifs and

associated rock art traditions were recorded across the region with chronological

preferences shown for particular forms of associated rock art traditions. Within an

overall framework of invariance, I have identified differences in certain features of

the rock art assemblage across the region and through time.

Ritual has been invoked, either explicitly or implicitly, in many previous rock art

studies as the context in which rock art was produced (e.g. Breuil 1952; Conkey

1980; Galt-Smith 1997; Morwood 1987; Reinach 1903). If the production of rock art

was an integral part of ritual in cental Australia in the past, a number of features

identified as common to all ritual (Rappaport 1999; Chapter 3) should be evident in

the structure of the assemblage. To reiterate, these structures or features are:
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1) invariance

2) repetition

3) specialised time

4) specialised place

5) formal or stylised behaviour/form

6) performance and participation

7) form which can hold and transfer a canonical or self-referential message

In the following sections, I compare the structure of the central Australian rock art

assemblage with these ritual elements. Many of the structural principles of ritual are

closely interrelated so that discussion of some principles occurs under more than one

heading. Rappaport (1999:31-32) pointed out that 'no single feature of ritual is

peculiar to it. It is in the conjunction of its features that it is unique' and the ways in

which these relate to each other. The presence of one, or a few of the principles listed

above, would not be sufficient to make claims about the association of rock art and

ritual behaviour but rather the interrelationship of all aspects of ritual behaviour

should be evident in the assemblage before such associations can be claimed.

As rock art has been produced in central Australia over thousands of years, it is

unlikely, considering that the archaeological record attests to considerable changes in

several aspects of human behaviour (Smith 1988; Thorley 1998a), that the same

rituals would have continued in the same form over such an extended period of time.

Therefore, we might expect to find rock art associated with a number of different

ritual forms with different ritual content. While these should all share the same ritual

structuring principles, they may not necessarily encompass the same sets of motifs or

contexts of production.

The structure of Groups of motifs identified in the previous descriptive, chronological

and spatial analyses will be discussed in relation to the structuring principles

identified in the theoretical framework. The Groups do not represent equal or similar

units of comparison but were selected as identifiable or cohesive Groups within the

central Australian assemblage. Some Groups are broad and inclusive while others are

small and particular. Some Groups span thousands of years while others only a few

hundred years. Groups overlap in their periods of production. The differing forms of

the varied Groups to be compared with the ritual structural principles was seen as a
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means of exploring the potential of the theoretical framework on a range of different

aspects of the rock art assemblage. The Groups of motifs from the rock art

assemblage I will discuss in detail are:

Group i. patinated engravings: these comprise circle classes, concentric circle,

circle and pit and track motifs classes identified as the older engraved

assemblage (e.g. Plates 6.5, 7.6).

Group ii. patinated intaglio animal motifs associated with the older assemblage

(e.g. Plates 5.6, 6.13).

Group iii. more recent engraved motifs from the extensive engraved complexes.

This is a very large Group of motifs incorporating a high proportion of

the engraved assemblage not classified as patinated. It incorporates a

broader range of motif classes than the older patinated assemblage

(Group i) and includes tracks and trail motif classes (e.g. Plates 1.2,

7.4, 7.7).

Group iv. similar painted and engraved motifs from the more recent assemblages

that were identified as a stylistically homogenous Group of motifs

across technique. Motifs including spoked circles, complex poles,

meandering lines and concentric circles, but excluding tracks and

trails. The engraved component of this motif Group includes motifs

from the previous Group (Group iii), and painted motifs from the

recent paintings (Group vi) but as they were identified as a stylistically

homogenous Group of motifs across technique in the analysis, I will

continue to investigate them in this form (e.g. Plates 1.4, 7.8).

Group v. rare or unique abraded motifs (e.g. Plates 5.8, Figure 7.16).

Group vi. painted motifs, all of which were produced in the recent past. These

include some motifs from the stylistically similar painted and engraved

motif Group (Group iv) and painted tracks and trails (e.g. Plates 5.9,

5.10, 7.2, 7.5).

Group vii handstencils, handprints and hand-outlines (e.g. Plates 1.3, 5.11).

Group viii. drawn motifs (e.g. Plates 5.3, 5.4, 5.5)

Group ix associated rock art traditions (e.g. Plates 6.15, 6.16). This Group

represents five separate traditions but as each shares the same
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structural form within the tradition and a similar relationship to the

rock art assemblage, I will discuss them as a single Group when

making the comparisons in this chapter except where differences are

identified.

8.2 Invariance

Invariance in ritual form results from the strict adherence to a prescribed or sanctified

set of rules that give the ritual act credence (Rappaport 1999:36-37). Acts associated

with the transmitting of messages encoded by the supernatural (canonical messages),

in particular, are undertaken in a highly conventionalised way resulting in

standardised performances, activities or objects. Therefore, invariance in the

production of rock art associated with ritual could be reflected in the art assemblage in

a number of different ways: in the selection of motifs; in the means of producing the

motifs; and in the context in which motifs are produced. Some variation in ritual form

can result from individual or Group decisions concerning aspects of the ritual that are

not perceived by participants as sanctified. These variations would differ from ritual

to ritual but it is unlikely that such small changes will be identified at the scale of the

archaeological record.

As the Grouping of motifs into the nine rock art Groups outlined above was based on

the similarity of the categories and classes they share, it follows that within each

Group they must share a degree of invariance (Table 8.1). The degree of invariance

depends, in part, on the tightness of the definition I employed for each Group. For

example, the Group, rare or unique abraded motifs (Group v) contains relatively few

motifs, all are abraded, but the form of each motif may be different. In contrast, the

Group, other engraved motifs (Group iii), is a much broader 'catch-all' category,

which includes vast numbers of motifs from a range of motif classes so variation in

motif range and context is more probable. Some Groups such as intaglio animal

motifs (Group ii) share technique, context of production but not subject matter. The

animals in this Group are all profile or plan silhouettes with a strong iconic content

but the animal subjects vary from complex to complex. The drawn motifs are

produced in a similar technique, motif range and context (Group vii), while hand

motifs (Group vi) share subject matter and context of production but occur in three
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different techniques. A similar technique is used to produce each individual associated

rock art tradition (Group ix) with each specific tradition occurring in similar contexts.

My analysis of distribution has shown that each Group of motifs has been recorded in

the same form at complexes across the region (Chapter 7) indicating that there has

been adherence to a prescribed form across space.

Table 8.1 Invariance in rock art assemblage Groups
Group Description Motif

classes
Technique Context of

production
Other

i Circle class and track
motifs associated with
earlier assemblage

invariant invariant Gorge &
rockshelter
sites

Commonly <20m to
water source
Patinated

ii Intaglio animal motifs varied invariant invariant Produced as single
examples. Patinated

iii Other engraved motifs varied varied varied Broad range of motifs in
different contexts

iv Stylistically similar
painting or engraved
motifs

invariant varied varied Application method
often similar across
technique

v Rare or unique
abraded motifs

varied invariant invariant Can be located in less
accessible locations

vi Recent painted motifs varied invariant varied Distribution of motifs
with focus on one major
site and a number of
smaller sites

vii Handstencils,
handprints and
outlines

invariant varied invariant Colour range is similar
between printed and
stencilled hands

viii Drawn motifs varied invariant invariant Contact, geometric and
scribble-like motifs

ix Associated rock art
traditions (abraded
grooves, pits, abraded
areas, battered edges,
random pecking

invariant invariant invariant Five different traditions
included in this Group

The period of time represented by each motif Group may also influence the

identification of invariance. Importantly, my analysis of chronology (Chapter 6) has

shown that each of the motif Groups, or rock art assemblages, were produced over

particular time periods. This is significant for the analysis of invariance as some

Groups are tightly constrained in time while others Groups encompass motif classes

produced over thousands of years. The earliest patinated engraved classes (Groups i,

ii) have been produced over many millennia as have the later engraved Groups and

some of the associated rock art traditions (Groups iii, v, ix). All Groups containing

pigment art represent a much shorter period of time, probably hundreds of years but

possibly up to a thousand years or so (Groups iv, vi, vii), while the drawn motifs
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(Group viii) may represent just a few hundred years of production. Any analysis of

invariance should be more reliable when the chronological parameters of the

assemblage being analysed are tightly constrained or at least firmly established. This

means, for example, that the analysis of the drawn assemblage, which is clearly

defined and attributed to the last few hundred years, will provide a more accurate

assessment of invariance than the analysis on the large unconstrained engraved Group

(Group iii). This problem is evident in the analysis of invariance in the later large

engraved Group (Group iii), which shares a broader range of attributes. The

variability in technique, motif range and context of production means that without

further chronological definition to subdivide the motifs in this Group, it could not be

argued that this Group of motifs is constrained by convention.

Nor could I argue that the drawn motifs as a whole (Group viii) were constrained by

the same convention. Rather the drawn Group of motifs incorporates three

components: the first is a range of motifs identical to those found in the painted and

engraved assemblage such as concentric circles, linked circles, barred ovals and

sinuous lines; the second component consists of figurative motifs depicting people or

domesticated animals from the post-contact period (Plates 5.4, 6.7) see also Frederick

1997); the third component comprises a range of roughly drawn motifs classified as

horiz/vert/lines, parallel lines and vert/lines/random. Although the motifs from the

third component are roughly executed and have a scribble-like appearance they occur

throughout the region in the same form within complexes where drawing is recorded.

The similarity of form, method of application and context of production of these

motifs right across the region suggests that these drawn motifs may well form part of

a very recent formalised tradition of marking rockshelter walls in a prescribed

manner.

Differences in the context of production for some aspects of the recent painted

assemblage (Group vi) have been identified. Large, visually dominant motifs have

been found repeated within a bigger rockshelter or along gorge walls within some

complexes (Chapter 7, Plate 1.1) while smaller shelters elsewhere in the complex

contain fewer motifs, handstencils, handprints and hand outlines (Group vii, Plate

1.3). The differences in the context and composition of assemblages suggests that the

motifs associated with handstencils may have been produced under different

circumstances than those found in the larger sites, even when these motifs are located
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in both site types. It also indicates that some motifs could be appropriately executed in

different contexts. Distinctive macropod and bird tracks and trails motifs are amongst

those most commonly found at both site contexts (Plate 5.13).

Invariance is a dominant structuring principle in many aspects of the central

Australian assemblages.

8.3 Repetition

Repetition is tightly aligned with invariance in the identification of ritual activities.

An act or performance needs to be repeated numerous times in the same form if it is

to be considered a formalised act adhering to a prescribed form. Rappaport (1999:36)

calls this 'punctilious performance'. If rock art were associated with ritual behaviour,

we would expect to find repetition of a particular suite of motifs in a similar context

within a particular location or in the same form within other similar locations

depending on the distribution of the particular ritual.

Repetition has also been identified as an element commonly used within individual

rituals as an adjunctive aid to heighten awareness and stimulate the senses (Rappaport

1999:228-229). Used in this way, we would expect to find repetition of individual

motifs or Groups of motifs on the same panel or face. The use of repetition in a

number of other ways would also result in individual motifs clustering on a single

panel or in a restricted area. The act of repetition has long been used as a didactic

tool to aid learning when facts need to be remembered verbatim (Merrill 1983).

Strehlow (1970:115) recorded an Aboriginal man in central Australia recalling his

learning experiences where the use of repetition was adopted; 'my elders kept on

repeating these ceremonies time and again in my presence: they were afraid that I

might forget them'. What is of particular relevance to this thesis is that educational

theorists (e.g. Merrill 1983:323) contend that the addition of mnemonic devices vastly

improves the learner's ability to accurately recall information learnt by rote.

Mnemonic devices, or aids to memory, can include actions, intonations or visual

prompts. The use of rock art in this manner was evident when visiting Glen Thirsty

with Inkata Peter Bullah. Seeing a large white painted concentric circle motif on the

ceiling of the main rockshelter prompted Peter Bullah to recount a complex story

about the travels and activities of an Ancestral Woman as she travelled from the Olgas

(Kata Tjuta) in the south to reach Glen Thirsty. Rock art motifs may have been
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produced as mnemonic devices in association with the teaching of aspects of ritual or

ceremony so that similar motifs viewed at a later date would help the person recall the

information learnt by repetition. If motifs were produced as mnemonic devices each

time a teaching session was repeated, panels with clustered motifs would result, or

alternatively, existing motifs would have been re-emphasised by re-marking or

rubbing. Motifs thus produced would soon become an integral part of the ritual.

Table 8.2 Repetition in the rock art assemblage Groups
Group Description Repeated across Repeated within Repeated within the face

the region the complex or panel
(Table 7.1) (Table 7.2) (Table 7.3)

i Circle class and
track motifs
associated with
earlier assemblage

repeated repeated repeated

ii Intaglio animal
motifs

repeated not commonly
repeated

not commonly repeated

iii Other engraved
motifs

repeated repeated repeated

iv Stylistically similar
painting or
engraved motifs

repeated repeated repeated

v Rare or unique
abraded motifs

repeated not commonly
repeated

not commonly repeated

vi Recent painted
motifs

Spatial variation
in repetition of
some motifs

repeated repeated

vii Handstencils,
handprints and
outlines

repeated repeated repeated

viii Drawn motifs repeated repeated repeated
ix Associated rock art

traditions
repeated repeated repeated

All motif Groups except intaglio animal motifs (Group ii) and rare or unique abraded

motifs (Group v) are repeated across the region and within complexes so that, on the

basis of repetition, it is possible to suggest that the other seven assemblages may

result from formalised acts adhering to a prescribed form (Table 8.2), namely a highly

constrained graphic system that does not permit (much) innovation. Individual motif

classes from within the same seven motif Groups (Tables 5.21, 5.22) are also

commonly repeated on faces or panels. Motifs repeated in this manner may have

been produced in a single ritual act or a number of repetitions of the same ritual act.

Significantly, analysis aimed at identifying repetition resulting from individual or a

series of the same ritual act had to be at a very fine motif class level. This suggests
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that it was particular individual motifs, or few motifs, that were central to separate

ritual acts rather than a broader suite of motifs.

Layton (1991:21), in a review of Aboriginal bark paintings from Arnhem Land, has

suggested another role for repetition. He concluded that repetition is one of the

fundamental aesthetic traits in this and other forms of contemporary and traditional

Aboriginal art and is used as an organising principle. Repetition on bounded material

items such as bark paintings can be used to balance a composition and create a sense

of harmony. Such concerns are less relevant to the production of motifs on an

unbounded entity such as a rockshelter wall. Rather than achieving aesthetic

harmony, repetition in these assemblages may have been used as a means to

emphasise the significance of a feature or motif and this may, in part, explain the

frequency of the instances of repetition in the central Australian assemblage. If this

were so, we could attribute special significance to the motifs thus repeated.

Repeated production of any motif at a particular place suggests that there may have

been some benefit that accrued to the artist producing the motif, which might account

for its recurring production. If this were so, repetition in the rock art assemblage

should not then be considered as 'redundancy'. Redundancy, in communication

theory, is measured by the quantity of repetition in a message (Layton 1991:145).

Repetition or redundancy is seen as a measure of the inefficiency of the mode of

communication to transmit the desired message with as little imperfection as possible

which is why repetition is important in instruction. Novel information always tends to

be imperfectly internalised in the first instance. Given that initial explanations which

divulge the meanings of rock art motifs to the human viewer or participant have to be

verbal, repetition of the production of motifs would not be necessary once the

meaning had been voiced. If however, production of the motif itself were perceived

as a vital ritual action, and the audience a supernatural one, repetition might be seen

as a means of ensuring that the message was received. In this case, the producer

would have no immediate interaction with the intended audience to gauge if the

message had been received so that numerous repetitions might be needed to ensure

the desired outcome rather like the offering up of daily prayers in religious

communities today. The production of rock art as a means of communication leaves a

permanent (or near permanent) mark, which provides tangible evidence to both the

supernatural audience and other community members that the ritual has been enacted.
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Repetition is a central structural principle of ritual form, which is evident at three

levels throughout the assemblage although repetition as it pertains to ritual is not

equally significant in all three contexts. Repetition of individual motifs on a face or

panel is highly significant, repetition within a complex is very suggestive but

repetition within the region is not particularly pertinent to the argument in this section.

I have suggested a number of ways in which rock art, patterned in this way, may have

played a role in ritual: first, as a didactic tool and mnemonic prompt; second, as a

means to heighten awareness and stimulate the senses and; third as a means to

emphasise particular elements of the assemblage; and finally to ensure that the

message is received by a supernatural audience.

If it can be established that particular parts of the assemblage are associated with

ritual behaviour, then the number of times this aspect of the assemblage is repeated

gives some broad indication of the relative frequency with which the ritual associated

with the production or interaction with the motifs was performed.

8.4 Specialised time

Rappaport (1999:33) argued that 'rituals are regularly repeated at times established by

the clock, calendar, biological rhythm, ontogeny, physical condition, or defined social

circumstance'. In reviewing the archaeological evidence associated with rock art

complexes in central Australia, there is little evidence to indicate which of these

factors would have governed the timing of ritual if, and when, it occurred. The one

exception is the presence of large numbers of grindstones located in the camping

areas associated with gorge complexes or on surface deposits within rockshelters

(Table 5.55). The presence of grindstones indicates that the availability of adequate

resources (in this case, seeds) in sufficient quantities to feed large numbers of people

over the period required for ritual activities, was the factor or 'biological rhythm'

regulating aggregation.

Spencer and Gillen (1899:169-170) and Strehlow (1970:95) have pointed out that the

reliability of water and availability of food resources at centres used for ritual

purposes influenced the timing of ceremonies in the recent past. Myers (1986:78,

1987:111) recorded that Pintupi ceremonies were commonly held in winter after rain

or into spring (August- September) when specific seeds were available and clay pans

filled with water, while Hamilton (1987:45) noted that in the Western Desert
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ceremonies would be held either in hot times when large numbers of people and

animals fell back on the reliable waters or at the end of autumn if rains had been good

as this would be the period of major grass seed availability. A review of rainfall

records (Chapter 2, Figure 2.1) for central Australia shows that rain is more likely to

fall during the summer months. However, the records also demonstrate that rainfall is

highly unpredictable so that large gatherings like those recorded in the ethnographic

period (e.g. Hamilton 1987; Myers 1986; Tindale 1974) could not have been planned

on a regular seasonal basis.

Smith (1986, 1988) has argued that in the last 1,400 years or so, large aggregations of

people were financed by the utilisation of seed resources. He based his argument on

the timing of the introduction of grindstones in excavated deposits and the abundance

of surface grindstones at locations known as ceremonial sites in the ethnographic

record. The optimum time for such meetings would obviously have been when

abundant seed resources were available at the end of summer and autumn following

good rains. It is likely that prior to 1,400 BP, aggregations of people would also have

depended on favourable seasonal conditions even though they would not have been

reliant on seed grinding technology. Therefore, the timing of earlier gatherings was

also likely to be opportunistic, but without seed resources, gatherings may have been

limited to smaller Groups of people or a shorter period of time than those recorded in

the ethnographic record.

Although the timing of the aggregation of people in central Australia would have to

have been opportunistic, it is likely that people in the past would have taken

advantage of every good season to meet neighbouring Groups to ensure that social

networks were maintained. Therefore, if the performance of ritual was one reason for

aggregation, the timing of ritual activity was likely to have been undertaken whenever

seasonal conditions allowed and while this may not have been at regular intervals

people would have expected to meet with others in favourable seasons. Each of the

nine rock art assemblages identified above was located at complexes where there are

dense scatters of occupation debris associated with the assemblages (Table 5.55) and

in locations which would have provided food resources for people to aggregate. In

addition, all rock art complexes recorded would have provided adequate water

resources for aggregation in favourable seasons. The timing of ritual in central
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Australia would have been constrained by the climate and, to that degree, the timing

of ritual would have been predictable.

There is evidence to suggest that some parts of the assemblage represent a single or at

least a very few instances of rock art production. The drawn motifs (Group vii), some

tracks and trails (Group vi), and handstencils, handprints and outlines (Group viii)

have been produced in rockshelters where they appear to represent a single episode of

production. Components of the recent painted motif Group (Group vi) such as tracks

and trails may have also been produced in discrete episodes. Isolated motifs such as

these do not demonstrate that the motifs were produced at a specialised time in a

specialised place but rather, they appear to represent isolated visits to the location

with an opportunistic production of very few motifs.

8.5 Specialised place

Rappaport (1999:33) contended that rituals would be performed in specified contexts

or places. A number of similarities in the characteristics of locations where rock art

has been produced in central Australia have been identified, which suggest that many

of these places may be considered to be 'specified contexts'. First, the

comprehensive surveys within parks which I undertook for this research, showed that

rock art was not present at many locations where the topography and the resources

provided what would appear to be ideal locations for its production. The absence of

rock art (and little associated archaeological evidence indicating occupation) in some

places and its production in similar locations elsewhere, suggests that some locations

were preferred over others for the production of both painting and engraving. These

preferred locations may therefore be considered 'specialised places'.
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Table 8.3 Places in which rock art assembla ge Groups are produced
Group Description Gorge/Gully/Gap Rockshelter Other
i Circle class and track

motifs associated with
earlier assemblage

gorge/gully/gap rockshelter
<20m water

ii Intaglio animal motifs gorge/gully/gap cliff face
iii Other engraved motifs gorge/gully/gap rockshelter rocky outlier,

rockshelf/creekbank
iv Stylistically similar

painted or engraved
motifs

gorge/gully/gap rockshelter

v Rare or unique abraded
motifs

gorge/gully/gap rockshelter rocky outlier

vi Recent painted motifs gorge/gully/gap rockshelter rocky outlier
vii Handstencils, handprints

and outlines
rockshelter

viii Drawn motifs rockshelter
ix Associated rock art

traditions
gorge/gully/gap rockshelter Rocky outlier

rockshelf/creekbank

Second, my analysis of patination, superimposition and relative weathering of the

central Australian assemblage has demonstrated that once a place has been marked,

additional motifs are likely to be added to the site over an extended period of time.

The addition of motifs to particular locations is demonstrated at all the large engraved

sites with the accumulation of thousands of motifs in some gorges and hundreds of

motifs at a number of the painted and stencilled sites. Some of the larger engraved

complexes such as Rainbow Valley and Wallace Rockhole have examples of all nine

of the rock art motif Groups identified above indicating that these locations have

remained the focus for the production of rock art over an extended period of time. The

repeated production of rock art within a restricted area indicates that once a place is

marked with rock art, it is drawn into the cultural framework of those who produce

and view the rock art and in this way often became the locus for future rock art

production.

The analysis of the structure and composition of rock art complexes (Chapter 5)

shows that the number of sites and the size of motif assemblages vary markedly

between complexes. Although it cannot be assumed that the size and composition of

the assemblage correlates directly with the significance of the location at any

particular time, it may provide some indication of places that were peripheral to ritual
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activities. Three general types of rock art complexes can be identified although each

shares some characteristics with the others.

Type I. The first type of complex consists of large assemblages of engravings

extending over several hundred metres usually located in a gorge, gap or gully, with

or without additional pigment art sites.

Type II. The second type of complex consists of multiple rockshelter art sites, which

can be distributed over several kilometres, often with a major focus on one rockshelter

where more elaborate monochrome, bichrome and/or polychrome painted motifs are

found (see also Gunn 1995a, 2000a; Rosenfeld 1997, 2002). These complexes often

have a number of associated satellite rockshelters, which contain very few stencilled,

printed, drawn or painted motifs. Many of these complexes also include small,

engraved assemblages.

Type III. The last type of complex consists of one or two spatially discrete art sites

that contain a small number of pigment or engraved motifs. These can be rockshelters,

rocky outliers or gorge sites.

The satellite rock art sites containing just a few motifs, associated with the first two

types of complexes (Type I, Type II), frequently include stencils, hand prints (Group

vii), tracks, trails (Group vi) or drawings (Group viii). These sites may not be central

to the major rock art activities undertaken at the complex but their association with

the more intensely marked areas of the complex provides some grounds to argue that

the assemblages contained within them should be considered as part of the

`specialised place'. This is more difficult to argue for the Type III complexes

consisting of a single site or just a few panels or faces of motifs that, in many cases,

represent a single episode of rock art production. However, the very fact that the

locations are marked with rock art at all indicates that, on at least one occasion, the

location was considered significant enough to mark.
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Table 8.4 Complexes classified into types based on number of sites and motifs

Complexes Type I Complexes Type II Complexes Type III Motif Groups at
Type III

complexes
viiJoker Gorge Arrenge Hugh River

Palm Valley 5 Puritj arra Ilbilla vii, ix
Wallace Rockhole Glen Thirsty Arltunga Waterhole iii
N'Dhala Gorge Ooraminna Rockhole Arltunga Rockshelter vi
N'Dhala Side Gorge Kuyunba Ellery Creek iii, ix
Ewaninga Watarrka/Bagot Creek Irbmankara iii
Roma Main Gorge Watarrka/Petermann Palm Valley 6 viii
Roma Gorge A Watarrka/Stokes Creek Itaratharra iii
Roma Gorge B Watarrka/Lilla Palm Creek iii, iv
Roma Gorge C Watarrka/Penny Springs Ooraminna Bushcamp vi
Roma Gorge D Watarrka/Atalpi Ooraminna Range vii
Roma Gorge E Watarrka/Kathleen Springs Watarrka/Kings Creek i
Rainbow Valley Watarrka/Cypress Creek Watarrka/Bagot/Central viii
Rainbow Valley Back Watarrks/NE Plateau
Rainbow
Valley/Central

Watarrka/NE Ridge

Art Complex A Watarrka/Wanga
Buka Emily Gap
Dulcie Range Trephina Gorge
Orange Creek Jessie Gap

The rock art assemblages at small or Type III complexes include examples of all motif

Groups except intaglio animal motifs (Group ii) and rare and unique abraded motifs

(Group v) so that it is difficult to draw conclusions on the reasons why some

complexes remained small while others were added to over time.

The significance of particular areas within rock art complexes may have changed over

time (see Gunn, in prep. for examples). In the previous chapter, I argued that the

similarity of rock art assemblages and the distribution of associated archaeological

material at complexes in close proximity to one another, suggested that the entire

areas around complexes such as Roma Gorge, Rainbow Valley and N'Dhala Gorge

were likely to have held common significances in the past. In contrast, ethnographic

accounts indicate that specific rockshelters, engraved panels or even single motifs

hold sacred significance over other aspects of the rock art assemblage at the same

complexes in more recent times. However, as Spencer and Gillen (1899) pointed out,

the form of motifs alone does not provide a measure of their sacred significance so

that it is difficult to draw conclusions on a finer-grained level about the significance

of specific motifs within each complex at different periods of time.

The repeated production of a motif class on a single panel or face gives some

indication of the significance of particular motifs, which I have used to identify areas
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of concentrated production and possible ritual activity (Table 5.22). Panels or faces

where these occur are likely to have been considered 'specified contexts'. Similarly,

the dense overlay of motifs on particular faces or panels suggests that these places

too, may hold particular significance within the complex. Engravings on faces at the

southern ends of Roma Main Gorge and Gorge E are so dense that it is now

impossible to identify individual motifs suggesting that marking of this panel was

either undertaken by large numbers of people or done frequently (Plate 7.7).

Engraved rock art, rather than being produced in locations where viewing was

physically restricted, was generally produced on open pavements at locations

associated with water sources where the motifs would have been open for everyone

visiting the water supply to view. Further, some Groups of motifs have been placed

in locations, which emphasised their importance. The intaglio and outline animal

motifs (Group ii) thought to be part of the earlier assemblage were frequently located

in places where gatherings of seated people could view them. For example, the

irregular topography of the gorge at Orange Creek meant that the larger than life-sized

intaglio bird was most clearly viewed from a small rockshelter immediately opposite

the boulder on which it occurred (Plate 6.13). There would have been room for up to

ten people to sit in this shelter at any one time. At N'Dhala Gorge, the abraded emu

motifs (Group v), each two metres across (Figure 7.16), could be viewed from one of

the few open sandy flats within the gorge, an area that would have provided room for

as many as fifty people to gather. It would appear that the positioning of these motifs

may have been selected so that a particular audience would be able to view the motifs.

These visually dominant motifs dropped out of production but a different range of

engraved motifs from the more recent engraved motifs (Group iii) have also been

placed in visually dominant positions (see Chapter 7, for a description) and may have

been positioned to target everyone who passed in that direction in the same way as a

signpost signals information (e.g. Plates 1.2, 7.4, Figure 7.11). Others, especially

those at Ewaninga and Wallace Rockhole, which have been produced in physically

secluded places (Group v), may have been placed to restrict the audience.

The third aspect, which suggests that locations may be considered 'specified contexts'

is illustrated by contemporary Aboriginal beliefs. Bradley (2000:29 citing Eliade

1954) emphasised the significance of ritual being undertaken at special places where

the sacred world is revealed. The sacredness of particular locations is recounted in
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ethnographic and present day accounts of the central Australian landscape. Strehlow

(1947:25-26) explained that the landscape:

... was transformed into its present shape through the labours of the
great totemic ancestors. Each totemic centre has a cave or a soak or a
waterhole which marks the spot whence the original ancestor first
issued forth; and ... all his succeeding deeds are ineradicably recorded
in the landscape which was changed into its present form by his all-
powerful, creative presence.

Although the documentation of present day beliefs has not been the focus of this

thesis, it is clear that knowledge of the activities of the Totemic Ancestors at each of

the larger rock art complexes is retained by Traditional Custodians. Great

significance is attached to each site but many of the more sacred stories relating to

each location are known to only a small number of the most senior Elders. Visits to

some sites are restricted to senior males and formalised behaviour is adopted when

approaching the most sacred areas. This range of behaviour demonstrates that some

rock art complexes are considered to be highly 'specialised places' by Aboriginal

people today. However, we cannot assume that the current Aboriginal belief system

provides adequate explanations for the entire rock art assemblage representing

thousands of years of production. But the repeated production of motifs at major rock

art complexes, currently perceived as sacred places, attests to the significance of these

places over an extended period of time.

8.6 Formal or stylised behaviour or form

In adopting the term, stylised, I mean to identify aspects of the assemblage that are

formalised or conventionalised and that appose the informal or spontaneous

(Rappaport 1999:34). Stylised form and behaviour differs from that used in day to

day activities in that the focus will be on key elements of the performance or form

while other elements perceived as less significant will be reduced or eliminated.

Therefore, stylised form in rock art will result from stereotypical or formalised

behaviour, which produces rigid conventionalised motif forms. Motif forms produced

as part of ritual performance during which formalised or stylised behaviour has been

adopted, may take two different forms. The first form, may have an iconic reference

but the motif will be produced so that the iconic elements are reduced or simplified to
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include only those necessary to communicate information to the selected audience.

The absence of an obvious iconic relationship between the motif and that which it

signifies can be seen as an advantage in situations where ritual encodes concepts and

ideas not related to the real world. The identification of the iconic relationship

between the motif form and the object or idea it signifies may not be apparent in

prehistoric rock art assemblages. The second form, may be elaborate and highly

formalised producing images that may have visual clues (such as a halos in religious

paintings) to differentiate them from day to day images. Stylised behaviour will

produce formalised iconography, but which may entail considerable detail or be very

simplified.

Significantly, the form of many of the motif Groups in the central Australian rock art

assemblage is not representational but geometric. Formalised or geometric symbols

have been used to encode information in a way that is not obviously derived from

nature. Although the iconic reference is not obvious in the geometric motif Groups in

the rock art assemblage, I would contend that, using Rappaport's description, all

geometric motifs with their simplified or formal structure and the invariant form in

which they are repeated, could be classified as stylised forms. Without the limitation

of obvious iconic form, geometric motifs can encode a wide range of simple or

complex meanings. Complex supernatural concepts can be encoded in a single motif.

The meaning of geometric motifs must be explained to people unfamiliar with the

system (Morphy 1987:31). The fact that the meaning of geometric art must be learnt

before it can be understood makes it particularly suited to any communication system

in which information is restricted. Each geometric motif can have many layers of

meaning at the same time (Morphy 1987, 1991; Munn 1973), with the meaning of

each layer restricted or revealed as desired according to the audience. Spencer and

Gillen (1899:144-151; 1912:207-217) demonstrated the multi-layered levels of

meaning of geometric motifs utilised on churingas in central Australia (Chapter 3)

and, although it is not documented by ethnographers, such multi-layering of meaning

must have been embedded in the coeval rock art assemblage as well (see also Kimber

1990b: 16).

The invariant, repeated and geometric form of six of the central Australian rock art

motif Groups identified above could be classified as stylised (Groups i, ii, iii, iv, v,

vi). The intaglio motifs are iconic but each is produced as an animal in profile or in
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plan, each has the body infilled with intaglio peck marks and each is bird-like or

lizard-like but with anatomical details absent. Identification of the animal relies on

the formalised profile of the animal so that I could argue that this Group of motifs is

stylised. The drawn geometric component could be classified as stylised as could the

pecked pits and abraded grooves, both associated rock art traditions. Those aspects of

the assemblage that cannot be unequivocally classified as stylised include many of the

track and trail motifs in the recent engraved and painted motifs. Groups produced in a

rough and spontaneous manner (Groups iii, vi) and parts of the handstencil, handprint

and outline (Group vii), the post-contact drawn motifs and the scribble-like motifs

(Group viii). In addition, the lack of formal structure in some associated rock art

traditions including the random pecking, battered edges and abraded areas means that

the resulting alterations to the rock surface cannot be classified as formalised or

stylised motifs, although it is probable that the behaviour or the acts that produced

them was stylised. Clearly, the production of nearly all rock art motifs in central

Australia involves some degree of stylisation of motifs.

While I have argued elsewhere that handstencils and handprints are style-bearing

(Ross 1997), the form resulting from reproducing hands using either of these two

techniques results in the production of a form, which does not differ from the day to

day form of the hand. Hands are repeated in a form that is invariant (other than

significant differences in hand shapes or the display of different finger arrangements)

but the form is representational so that the degree of stylisation is small. Drawn hand

outlines are the exception in that the form of these motifs are characterised by the

depiction of extremely fat fingers and the motifs are usually closed at the wrist so it

could be argued that drawn outline hand motifs are stylised (Plate 5.11).

Similarly, some components of the drawn motif Group (Group viii) can be classified

as stylised while other components do not conform to the parameters outlined for

stylised form. The motifs of domesticated animals and humans associated with post-

contact interaction identified in the drawn assemblage are clearly representational

depicting elements of the introduced pastoral industries. These motifs cannot

therefore be classified as stylised (Plates 5.3, 5.4, 6.7, 6.8). The geometric

component of the drawn motifs are stylised but the spontaneity evident in the rough

and direct application of the scribble-like drawings indicates that these motifs are not

highly formalised or stylised. In the same way, the meandering trails evident in the
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later painted and engraved motif Groups (Groups iii, vi) are produced in a rough and

spontaneous manner, which indicates a lack of formality in the production of these

motifs.

8.7 Performance and participation

Performance is one of the distinguishing characteristics of ritual identified by

Rappaport (1999:37-46). He contended that ritual is a joint, not solitary practice.

First, the production of a rock art is an activity so rock art can be considered to result

from performance. Second, I have argued that rock art is a form of communication,

which potentially transmits a message to a viewer, but what is difficult to determine is

whether the audience was present at the time of production and, if so, what role they

might have played in the production of rock art, or in later activities associated with

rock art. I undertook analyses aimed at identifying aspects of the morphology of the

topographic location of rock art panels, sites and complexes, which may have played

a role in restricting audiences or conversely, exposing rock art to all corners (Section

5.5 topographic, orientation, access, location on panel). The morphology of the

immediate locality in which rock art is produced provides some indication of the size

of the potential audience, if rock art was produced in a ritual performance. Analysis

of re-marking or abrading was designed to identify participation either at the time of

the motif production or on subsequent occasions.

The motif Groups identified have different distributions within complexes, sites and

individual panels (Table 8.5). Motifs included in the older engraved circle classes

(Group i) are non-randomly distributed in middle gorge areas, generally within 20

metres of the water source. The location of these motifs in such public venues

suggests that viewing of these motifs was intended for a general audience and that if

restriction on viewing these motifs were required, they would have had to be enforced

by cultural means. The location of all other motif Groups provides similar public

access although the possibility of limiting access to view the motifs would be feasible

when the distribution of the assemblage is largely restricted to rockshelters as it is

with the drawn motif Group (Group viii) and the handstencil motif Group (Group vii)

and some of the recent painted motif Group (Group vi).
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The location of a number of the rare or unique abraded motifs (Group v) was

separated from the remainder of the assemblage at Wallace Rockhole, Ewaninga and

N'Dhala Gorge (e.g. Figure 6.2A) indicating that they may have been produced for a

restricted audience. Unrestricted viewing of motifs, however, in no way limits the

potential of the motifs to encode secret meanings and be used by participants in ritual.

The use of a motif vocabulary dominated by geometric motifs is particularly well

adapted to encoding a range of meanings for each motif class, so that even if they

were produced in a public area, meanings could have been restricted if required.

The topography of the sites where rock art is located gives some indication of the

physical space available for artists and any participants involved in ritual activity

(Table 8.5). Few topographic areas in which rock art is located provide the space that

would be required for the large scaled ceremonial activity recorded in the

ethnographic record. Such gatherings involving large numbers of people (100 or

more) would require considerable space if each participant needed to be able to view

the motifs at the same time. However, participation in individual ritual activities may

have involved much smaller Groups. Strehlow (1947) published photographs of

rituals being enacted in the recent past which show Groups of 20 or less men

participating, which indicates that in the recent past, even though large numbers

gathered at a location, numbers participating in actual ceremonies may have been

considerably less. It is likely that, with the limitation on food resources prior to the

widespread introduction of seed grinding technology, numbers of people participating

in ritual would also have been limited to smaller Groups (or shorter times). Most rock

art is located in areas where the physical space would have been adequate for smaller

numbers to participate. Larger areas within N'Dhala Gorge where other engraved

motifs (Group iii, Plate 1.2, Group v, Figure 7.17) were produced would have enable

larger Groups to meet as would the larger rockshelters and middle gorge location with

painted (Group vi, Plate 1.1) and stencilled motif Groups (Group vii, Plate 1.3).
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Table 8.5 Suitability of locations for performance associated with rock art
assemblages

Group Description Location
within
complexes
(Section 5.5)

Space for
participants
where this
assemblage is
produced

Likely audience
during
subsistence
activities

Re-marking
and/or
abrading
(Tables 5.25,
5.32)

i Circle class and track
motifs associated
with earlier
assemblage

middle gorge,
gorge entrance,
rockshelters,
<20 m water

mostly limited all members of
visiting Groups

tracks and
circle and pit
motifs abraded

ii Intaglio animal
motifs

middle gorge,
gorge entrance

mostly limited all members of
visiting Groups

rare re-marking
evident

iii Other engraved all topographic limited and all members of rare re-marking
motifs areas unrestricted visiting Groups evident

iv Stylistically similar all topographic limited and all members of occasional
painted or engraved
motifs

areas unrestricted visiting Groups
and location
could be used to
restrict access to
some motifs

repainting
evident

v Rare or unique
abraded motifs

all topographic
areas

mostly limited physical location
could be used to
restrict access to
some motifs

abraded

vi Recent painted
motifs

rockshelters,
middle gorge

limited and
unrestricted

all members of
visiting Groups

repainting and
re-marking
evident

vii Handstencils,
handprints and
outlines

rockshelters limited and
unrestricted

all members of
visiting Groups

some existing
handstencils
outlined

viii Drawn motifs rockshelters mostly limited all members of
visiting Groups

rare re-marking
evident

ix Associated rock art rockshelters limited and all members of re-marking of
traditions middle gorge

gorge entrance
unrestricted visiting Groups pits abraded

grooves,
abraded areas

Re-marking, repainting and abrading of existing motifs provides the strongest

archaeological evidence for participation by people, (other than the original artist), in

the production of rock art. While these three types of interaction with the art

assemblage leave an archaeologically visible trace, simply rubbing the motif with a

hand during ritual, as has been documented in the ethnographic record (Mountford

1968:69-70) does not leave a mark that can be identified in the archaeological record.

It is likely, therefore, that the amount of interaction between participants and rock art

motifs is under-represented in this thesis. In addition, areas that have an abraded

appearance may have been rubbed innumerable times so that the interaction with

some motifs could represent multiple episodes of rubbing or re-marking.
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The degree of re-marking varies from motif Group to motif Group (Table 8.5).

Deeply abraded macro track/silhouette and birdtrack/silhouette motifs, as well as

trails formed with these motif classes, are present among the older engravings (Group

i). A number of these distinctive motifs have been produced at the waterhole at

Rainbow Valley, on the horizontal slabs at ASID 292 and on the sheer sides of the

engraved site in the Dulcie Range. Circle and pit motifs from the older engraved

assemblage (Group i) have also been deeply abraded at Roma Main Gorge and Roma

Gorge E (Plate 6.17). Re-marking in the intaglio animal motifs (Group ii) is confined

to a lizard motif on a horizontal surface at Rainbow Valley. Among the drawn motifs

(Group viii), remarking includes the outlining of a horse motif from the contact

component at Watarrka/Bagot Central (Plate 5.4) and significantly the re-marking of

painted motifs especially concentric circles (e.g. Rainbow Valley). Re-marking of the

handstencil motifs (vii) is also limited to the outlining of a number of handstencils

with charcoal (Plate 5.11). Significantly, drawing has been used as a recent addition

to emphasise previously painted motifs. The use of drawn outlines on previously

produced motifs suggests the continued incorporation of these motifs into the recent

past. A small number of meandering trail motifs have been over-painted. Repainting

of visually dominant motifs in the recently painted motif Group (Group vi) has been

recorded and is especially evident on the striped panels at Emily and Jessie Gaps

(Plate 7.5, 7.9) and Trephina Gorge.

Two motif Groups are commonly or by definition, re-marked; the associated rock art

traditions (Group ix); and the rare or unique abraded motifs (Group v). Associated

rock art traditions including abraded grooves, pecked pits, battered edges and abraded

areas all provide evidence for re-marking. The apparently haphazard placement of

random pecking makes an assessment of re-marking difficult. A number of

distinctive motifs (v) amongst the engraved assemblage have been abraded and these

are often those that retain particular relevance for Aboriginal people today.

8.8 Form which can hold and transfer a canonical message

Rappaport (1999:54) identified two types of messages that can be transmitted during

ritual: the canonical and the self-referential. A canonical message is one, which,

although transmitted by the participants in ritual, is not encoded by them. Canonical
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messages are concerned with things not confined to the present in time and space and

whose significance is usually spiritual, conceptual or abstract. Canonical messages

can only be founded upon symbols. All rock art motifs are symbols in that they are

signs associated by convention with that which they signify, so all can potentially

hold canonical messages. There are other structural characteristics that can be used to

identify which particular elements of the rock art assemblage are likely to hold and

transfer canonical messages. As canonical messages are concerned with enduring

concepts relating to the natural order of the cosmos, the message is seen as an icon of

the seemingly unchanging nature of the information encoded. Therefore, if a rock art

assemblage were to encode canonical messages, we would expect to find both

invariance and persistence in the form and context of the motifs involved.

The degree of invariance evident in the assemblages has been analysed earlier in this

chapter (Table 8.1). I will now assess the evidence for persistence in the nine motif

Groups. But first, there are a number of physical qualities inherent in all rock art that

contribute to its persistence and which makes it ideal for the communication of

canonical messages.

Once a motif has been engraved on a hard rock surface, it can remain visible and

unchanged for many thousands of years. Even painted motifs on stable and protected

surfaces may outlive many generations of humans so that motifs can be retained or

reincorporated into later systems of communication. This makes rock art particularly

appropriate for use in strategies that involve a concern with the past when 'the past is

used to validate the edicts of the present' and an ideal medium to encode concepts

involving immutability (Wobst 1992:15). Such a concern for the past is evident in

central Australia today where the actions of the Ancestral Heroes during the

Alcheringa (Spencer & Gillen 1899, 1912, 1927; Strehlow 1947, 1965, 1970) provide

explanations for world order. Bradley (2000:68,156) took the idea of immutability

further with observations that viewers may not differentiate between natural features

and rock art motifs (and this is widely documented throughout Aboriginal

ethnographies) thus attributing the same immutable status to both humanly produced

marks as natural ones. Bradley recorded natural pits and basins, which had been

elaborated with pecking so incorporating them into the rock art assemblages in a

manner similar to the motifs described from Itararatharra at Palm Valley (Chapter 5,

Plate 7.11). These two unique engravings at Palm Valley were added to natural
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features to create motifs, which may have appeared to have a non-human origin.

What we cannot know is whether or not later viewers recognised the separate natural

and cultural elements and if this association imbued these features with special

powers. It may be that at one level, a human involvement in the production of motifs

such as these was understood but that it is overtly denied to assert the sacred or potent

nature of such motifs, and in a sense to assert its conceptual origin. Central

Australian ethnographic evidence (e.g. Mountford 1955:145; Spencer & Gillen

1927:572-5 see Chapter 3) records that the origin of much of the engraved assemblage

was attributed to the Alcheringa and the involvement of human agency was not

acknowledged. Such a position gives the central Australian assemblages the

immutable quality that Wobst envisaged.

Additional qualities inherent in most rock art assemblages reinforce its immutable

quality. Rock art, once produced (provided the rock base is not portable), remains in

the place where it was produced, thus providing an ideal visual means to

communicate information pertaining to the relationship of people to place. Other

forms of communication lack the same quality of permanent locus and it is this very

quality that 'lends an impression of solidarity' to the assemblage (Weissner

1990:110).

Persistence is a dominant characteristic of aspects of the central Australian

assemblage and analysis of motif vocabulary demonstrates that the same core Group

of motifs have been adopted through time (Chapter 6). The circle and track classes

that dominate the earliest engraved motifs persist throughout the development of both

engraved and painted rock art, and into even the most recent rock art (Table 8.6). The

handstencils, handprints and outlines (Group vii) obviously share subject matter

through time and are produced in similar contexts through time. The production of

associated rock art traditions (Group ix) has persisted in the same form and contexts

over a considerable period of time although we cannot be sure of the time depth of

random pecking which appears to be of more recent origin, but this may be due to

patination of older random pecked marks. The drawn motifs (Group viii) are also of

more recent origin so, as a technique, it cannot be said to persist. However, the

geometric component of the drawn motif Group comprises a similar (and persistent)

range of motifs to those used in the painted and engraved motif Groups so that there is
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at least some element of persistence in this most recent assemblage. Rare or unique

abraded motifs (Group v) are not repeatedly produced over a considerable time span,

but rather, persistence is established by the ongoing interaction with these motifs

where the motif surface is re-abraded or parts of the motif are selected for abrading. I

argue that re-marking or abrading of motifs is a form of persistence. Intaglio animal

motifs (Group ii) do not persist when considered on an archaeological time scale.

Table 8.6 Persistence of motifs and contexts of production in the rock art assemblage
Groups

Group Description Motif classes Context of
production

i Circle class and
track motifs
associated with
earlier assemblage

persistence persistence

ii Intaglio animal
motifs

no persistence no persistence

iii Other engraved
motifs

persistence persistence

iv Stylistically similar
painting or engraved
motifs

persistence persistence

v Rare or unique
abraded motifs

no persistence no persistence

vi Recent painted
motifs

no persistence persistence

vii Handstencils,
handprints and
outlines

persistence persistence

viii Drawn motifs newly introduced no persistence
ix Associated rock art

traditions
persistence persistence

The geometric form of much of the central Australian rock art assemblage may have

been a factor in the persistence of some motif forms across millennia. If the messages

encoded in geometric motifs bear little or no iconic reference to their meaning,

meanings can be changed to suit the situation or audience, but of particular

importance for the persistence of a rock art assemblage, new meanings can be

attributed to a motif thus reincorporating the motif into a later communication system

long after the original meanings have been lost (Hodder 1990:110). Thus the

meanings of motifs that remain visible over many thousands of years may have been

preserved, revived or totally revised (Davidson 1999: 121; Davis 1990:24). While a

particular meaning may become redundant, new meanings can be devised to replace

the old without the motif dropping out of use. Such a system would have been ideally

suited to the high-risk environment of central Australia where major drought events
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would have resulted in lengthy disruption to the distribution of people in the

landscape or even periods of abandonment in some areas (see also Poirier 1992 for the

same revision of ceremony).

An example of the revival of meaning is evident in the recent past. The post-contact

period in central Australia led to disruption of traditional life and ethnographers

record that they were unable to find knowledgeable informants to interpret engraved

rock art assemblages (e.g. Worsnop 1997:45) (and while it must be remembered that

informants could have withheld information in the past), large portions of the rock art

assemblage in central Australia can be interpreted by Aboriginal Custodians today. It

may well be that a revival of interest in rock art following increased tourism in central

Australia and the recognition of Aboriginal Land Rights and Native Title has led to

the reincorporation of the rock art assemblage within the framework of understanding

maintained by Aborigines across other media. The reincorporation of existing motifs

where the human origin is unknown, means that the message encoded in the motifs

can very easily be attributed to the supernatural and the messages identified as

canonical.

In a similar way, words persist in sacred songs long after their meaning is lost.

Strehlow (1963:456, 1971:186) in his comprehensive analysis of the Aboriginal songs

of central Australia revealed that the Arrernte (Aranda) once possessed a special and

very extensive vocabulary used exclusively in verse, which could not be translated

`exactly' even by the performers. A number of words and phrases from the songs

sung by Inkata Peter Bullah in the Yankunytjatjara language and recorded by me at

Glen Thirsty during field work for this thesis (Chapter 4), could not be translated by

Cliff Goddard, a present day authority on the language (Cliff Goddard, personal

communication). He classified the unknown phrases as 'archaic words', which are

commonly found in songs associated with ritual song cycles. Verses of the songs are

learnt by rote, little by little as the person becomes more senior. Participants in ritual

singing learn the verses, which they believe to have been passed down from the

Ancestral Beings since time immemorial, so that words no longer in common use in

everyday situations remain embedded in song. It is not the prerogative of humans to

change words (or motifs) that have been encoded as elements of the Dreaming (see

also Rosenfeld, in press). Myers (1986:118) recorded a Pintupi man explaining the
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rationale behind what is perceived as the unchanging continuity of aspects of ritual

life `...this belonged to dead men ... you have to hold it and pass it on'.

Rappaport (1999: 54-105) identified a second type of message that can be transmitted

during ritual. He called these messages 'self-referential' and argued that they would

be transmitted to others using indices, which carry information concerned with the

current states of participants. Messages that carry self-referential information differ

from canonical messages in that they may vary from one another to a greater degree.

In fact, they must vary to some degree if they are to carry information relating to the

physical, psychic or social states of the performers, as Rappaport claims, otherwise

differences between individuals could not be discerned. However, they must still be

repeated in a form that can be interpreted by others and repeated frequently enough to

become a convention. It therefore seems probable that some of the assemblages that

do not conform to the parameters outlined for motifs that could transmit a canonical

message, may transmit self-referential messages in the form of indices. These motifs

may still be related to ritual, but on a mundane l level, rather than a level where ritual

behaviour is sanctioned by a supernatural power.

Handstencils, handprints and hand outlines are an obvious form of index where the

hand image 'indicates' or denotes the individual. Those present when hand stencilled

or printed motifs were produced would recognise individual hand (or feet) motifs on

subsequent visits to the site and knowledge of the authorship of hand motifs could be

passed on to others. In this way, an individual creating a handstencil or print was

`signing the land' (Bradley 1997) in a very personal way in a manner that could be

acknowledged by those present at the time and by a limited number of others who

either recognised the particular hand on a later occasion (this would be a very limited

Group) and those to whom the authorship was divulged so that it became 'common

knowledge. The variation in the shape of individual hand motifs provides the means

for others to identify the owner. Authorship of handstencils would not have been

assigned to supernatural powers as they are obviously produced by individual people.

Rosenfeld (1997: 2002) also associated the production of handstencils with issues

relating to the individual and has argued that handstencils in central Australia are

located in a separate and distinct class of rock art sites associated with camping. In

1 'mundane' is used to express the concept 'of this world' to contrast the messages transmitted by this
assemblage with the canonical messages transmitted by other assemblages.
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contrast, she proposed that more elaborate painted motifs are located at sites not

generally associated with camping. She concluded that handstencils and meandering

track motifs at the camping sites relate to 'people's habitual foraging ranges' and do

`not define his/her socially constructed identity' (Rosenfeld 1997:296-297). My

findings differ from those of Rosenfeld in detail, but the general conclusions drawn

are similar.

My analysis showed that there is a statistically significant association between

handstencils and grindstones (Section 5.7, x2 = 5.22) and handstencils and stone

artefacts (x2 =15.79) indicating that activities associated with subsistence activities

were undertaken in rockshelters with handstencils and handprints. Recording also

showed that painted macro trails were associated with handstencils in many of the

same sites. The variation between the two site types identified by Rosenfeld were not

as differentiated in the sample of complexes, which I analysed. Rather, small

numbers of handstencils, handprints and macropod trails were recorded alongside

more elaborate motifs at sites such as Emily Gap, Glen Thirsty, Watarrka/Lilla and

Watarrka/NE Plateau, but the general trend in the differences between the

assemblages noted by Rosenfeld was evident. Archaeological evidence indicating

that rockshelters had been used as campsites was also more equivocal. Extensive

stone tool scatters with grindstones were recorded at many of the complexes where

shelters containing handstencils were located. The presence of children's

handstencils in 62% of the rockshelters where handstencils were measured (Table

5.24) lends support to the contention that the locations were general habitation sites.

While individual shelters with handstencils often contained similar evidence as the

chi-squared analysis demonstrated, a number of shelters did not contain grindstones

(49%), stone tools (45%) and charcoal (49%) (Section 5.7) or children's handstencils.

This evidence suggests that the production of handstencils (Group vii) and

meandering macro trails (Groups iv, vi) at some locations may have been associated

with activities unrelated to recent subsistence activities. Separation of these two motif

Groups (Groups vi, vii) at numerous complexes supports the contention that, in most

cases, handstencils, handprints and hand outlines would have been associated with

activities that differ from those associated with the more elaborate motifs at other sites

within the complex.
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Classifying the form produced in the associated rock art traditions as either canonical

or self-referential is more difficult. The structured form of abraded grooves and

pecked pits would allow them to be used in transmitting a canonical message. In

contrast, the remaining associated rock art traditions, abraded areas, battered edges

and random pecking do not have a structured form and could not encode either type of

message. While each of these traditions follows the same conventions across the

region, no meaning can be encoded in an individual peck mark, a single battered edge

or a general abraded area. This does not mean that these marks were not produced as

part of ritual performance or that they are less significant in any way, but only that,

using the structuring principles adopted in this thesis, I am unable to classify them as

forms capable of carrying either canonical or self-referential messages.

8.9 Rock art and ritual

The analysis of each of the rock art motif Groups aimed at identifying the structural

principles present in ritual behaviour has indicated that many of the principles are

evident in the assemblage. I will now discuss the results in terms of structural

principles universal to ritual behaviour and identify aspects of the central Australian

rock art assemblage that conforms with the characteristics of ritual.

Group i, Patinated engraved circle and track class motif Group

The older engraved motifs were invariant in form and technique. The range of motifs

was more limited than the range in the later engraved Group and motifs were

commonly produced using deeply pecked techniques. Variation was evident,

however, in the context in which this assemblage was produced. The pattern of

distribution across the region suggests that the form and convention for the production

of these motifs was standardised but that different types of locations could be selected

for their production.

Motifs in this Group were repeated on individual panels across the region in gorge

complexes. In contrast, rockshelter locations with these early engravings frequently

consisted of a single engraved panel. In these latter cases, repetition within a

complex was not recorded. This indicates that these particular rockshelters were the

focus for the production of the older assemblage in these areas. Significantly, the

motifs that constitute this Group (i.e. circle and track classes) are all amongst those
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most commonly produced at complexes throughout the region (Tables 5.21) and

amongst those most commonly repeated on a panel at individual sites (Table 5.22).

Repetition is a strong organising principle in this motif Group with each element

being repeated in the same form numerous times indicating that the production of

these motifs were formalised acts adhering to a prescribed form across the region and

between complexes.

As the timing of the production of this and other earlier motif Groups undertaken

prior to the widespread use of seed grinding about 1,400 BP cannot be estimated, the

question of specialised timing cannot be meaningfully addressed. The aggregation of

numbers of people in arid central Australia would be dependent on seasonal

conditions so that it is probable that, if these motifs were produced in association with

ritual involving aggregation of people, this would have followed a period of

substantial rainfall. All motifs were produced in areas where small groups of

participants could have gathered.

The production of more recent motifs in the main gorges and one rockshelter site (Art

Complex A) where these early motifs occur indicates a continued recognition of these

locations as 'specialised places'. Older engraved motifs have also been produced in

discrete small sites, which contain very few motifs, indicating that these locations

were considered to be special contexts in the remote past. Their significance may

have diminished as no additional motifs have been added over time.

The motifs in the older engraved assemblage are invariant and repeated. Motifs are

stylised symbols found at specialised places. Their engraved geometric form would

have provided an ideal medium for transmitting canonical messages sanctioned by the

supernatural, even though they have been produced in public areas. In addition, the

abrading of some silhouette track motifs points to the likelihood of repeated use of the

motifs in a ritual re-enactment of their creation.

The form of the older engraved assemblage has the structural principles that could

have been created as the result of ritual behaviour.

Group ii, Patinated intaglio animal motif Group 

The intaglio animal motifs are also part of the older engraved assemblage but in

considering them as a separate Group, there are a number of structural features

common to all ritual behaviour that cannot be identified in their form. First, repetition
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is not a strong feature with intaglio lizards the only motifs repeated within a panel or

complex. Neither did the production of intaglio motifs persist over an extended

period of time as would be expected in a conventionalised practice. Nor could

evidence for participation of others in activities associated with these motifs such as

re-marking or re-use be established. In fact, the location of several of these motifs in

inaccessible places on cliff faces suggests that immediate interaction with these motifs

by participants or performers would have been extremely difficult. Based on

archaeological evidence and in the absence of the structural principles universal to

ritual, the intaglio animal motif Group (as a group isolated from the other aspects of

the older assemblage) cannot be attributed to ritual.

Group iii, Other engraved motif Group from extensive engraved complexes 

This is the largest motif Group considered in the analysis and, to some degree this has

biased the results, especially the analysis of invariance. A broad variety of motif

forms, techniques and contexts of production were included in this assemblage so that

variation was an inevitable structural principle. Therefore, it was not possible to

establish if this Group of motifs were produced as the result of ritual behaviour. The

fine detail in many of the engravings motifs such as the anthropomorph headdress

figures at N'Dhala Gorge (Figure 7.10) suggests that if these motifs were an integral

part of ritual, they were more likely to have been produced over a period of time in

preparation for ritual rather than over a shorter time as part of the actual ritual

performance. Many of the more complex engraved motifs may have been produced

in similar circumstances.

These results indicate that a fine-grained analysis is necessary if the type of

comparisons undertaken in this research is to be meaningful. It is highly likely that

some aspects of this assemblage were produced in ritual circumstances but until the

engravings in this assemblage can be categorised into finer stylistic and chronological

assemblages, little can be determined about the types of behaviour associated with the

production of this Group of motifs.

Group iv, Stylistically similar painted and engraved motif Group 

This motif Group comprises a range of motifs that occur in a similar form in both the

painted and engraved Groups so motifs in this assemblage have been selected from
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within the engraved motif Groups (Group iii) and the recent painted motif Group

(Group vi).

Although this Group includes similar motifs the contexts in which each technique was

employed is varied according to the natural features of locales. Painted motifs are

located in rockshelters while engraved motifs are found in all topographic areas of

gorge sites. A number of these motifs such as complex pole, concentric circle >3 and

spoked circle motifs are amongst those repeated most frequently on a panel (Table

5.22) in both the painted and engraved assemblages. The clustering of these motifs

in a single location within several of the gorges or complexes suggests that they

formed a particular focal point at the time of their production. There is also evidence

that some of these motifs have persisted through time in a similar form demonstrating

that they are part of a conventionalised assemblage which endured, spans technique

and is produced in several contexts. The presence of numerous grindstones on

campsites associated with locations where these motifs were recorded suggests that at

least in the more recent past, they have been produced at a specialised time, that is,

following good rain. The consistency of form and association of these motifs,

indicates that motifs could have encoded canonical messages.

Group v, Rare and unique abraded motifs 

Each of the motifs in this Group is distinctive, but as Rappaport argued, it is not the

content of ritual that must be invariant, but the structure, so that variation between

motif classes, on its own, does not indicate that the motifs in this assemblage did not

form part of an established convention. Motifs in this Group are produced as single or

rare examples within a site and across the region but, as they occur in many, but not

all, of the engraved complexes, it is evident that their production was part of a

regional practice and an integral component of recent engraved complexes. The form

of each motif, however, is localised. Each motif is produced in a similar location,

some with restricted access, and there is evidence that motifs have been abraded at the

time of production, or on later occasions. The motifs are stylised symbolic forms that

could encode a canonical message.

Rare and unique abraded motifs share the structuring principles common to all ritual

so it is probable that they were produced as a localised, or site specific form of central

Australian ritual practice.
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Group vi, Recent painted motif Group 

Like the rare and unique abraded motifs that comprise the previous Group, many

motifs in the recent painted Group have a localised distribution. The main motif

repeated at each major painted complex differs from that at other complexes, so that,

for example, radiating fans dominate at Rainbow Valley, while stripes dominate at

Emily Gap and radiating circles at Trephina Gorge. This pattern where a dominant

repeated motif is produced alongside a diversity of other motifs occurs most

commonly, but not exclusively, in the east of the region. The localised dominant

motifs are commonly painted in the largest (or one of the larger) shelters at the

complex or on open gorge walls in locations where a large number of people could

gather, so that these places must have been considered special contexts. Some of

these locations contain evidence of occupation but others, especially those in gorge

locations where water flow has scoured away deposits, are devoid of occupation

debris although camping areas have been recorded in the general vicinity. The

absence of occupation debris in some shelters or locations where the dominant motifs

have been produced suggests that the practice associated with the painting of these

motifs is unlikely to be directly related to habitation.

The form of the dominant repeated motifs is geometric so that all can be classified as

stylised and all could transmit canonical messages.

The painted motifs associated with the dominant and/or repeated motifs vary from

assemblage to assemblage in a random manner but track and trail motifs are

prominent among them. Track and trail motifs and meandering lines occur in a wide

variety of forms (Appendix 2) and many are created in a rough and non-formalised

manner. While there are similarities between macro and other tracks and trails, they

are not constrained in a form that suggests punctilious performance. The production

of track and trail motifs at sites associated with handstencils (see below) also argues

against their association with messages sanctified by the supernatural. The same less

formalised structuring principles are evident in the other motifs associated with the

major dominant motifs.
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Analysis of the structural features in the recent painted motif Group indicates that the

dominant painted motifs are structured in a manner, which suggests that they could be

produced as part of ritual behaviour. But the structure of some track and trail

components of this motif Group differ from that identified in ritual behaviour.

Group vii, Handstencils, handprints and hand outlines 

Hand stencils, handprints and hand outlines motifs have a number of distinctive

structuring principles. First, they have frequently been produced in rockshelters

where they represent a single episode of rock art production. Second, they have been

produced in some rockshelters where there is evidence of general habitation and

others where this evidence is not apparent. Third, the stencilled and printed motifs

have the characteristics expected in motifs that can transmit self-referential messages.

However, the form of the motif Group could still be described as invariant and

repeated and is structured throughout the region in the same manner. Similarly, while

the stencils and prints have been produced in small assemblages in many locations,

nearly all these locations are associated with other rock art, which suggests that the

places chosen for the production of these motifs were not selected entirely randomly

although the motifs may have been produced opportunistically, rather than at more

specified times. The inconsistency in the association of motifs with other evidence of

habitation suggests that the motif Group may not have been entirely associated with

everyday activities. The evidence supports Rosenfeld's conclusions (1997, 2002)

that this assemblage was associated with the relationship of the individual producing

the motif to the particular location or with some other aspect of his/her daily life.

The ritual associated with the production of handstencils, handprints and hand

outlines is likely to be mundane or less formal than that associated with some other

Groups within the central Australian assemblage.

Group viii, Drawn motifs 

The drawn motif Group has been analysed as three separate components: geometric

motifs, the scribble-like motifs and the post-contact motifs, with each component

having some similarities and some differences in the way they are structured. All

components are most commonly found in locations similar to those where the

handstencil assemblage is produced. In the same way, drawn assemblages are often
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produced at sites with few other motifs. Together, this suggests that they were

produced as the opportunity arose rather than at staged occasions. The immediacy of

the drawn technique and the expedience of using charcoal, which would have been

readily available in the deposit of many rockshelters, support this proposition.

Each component of the assemblage was repeated in some areas of the region, although

post-contact motifs were only recorded in the western sectors (Figure 7.6).

Differences in other aspects of the drawn assemblages are more evident. The

geometric motifs share the same motif vocabulary with the recent painted and

engraved assemblages so they may well be a later or more expeditious form of the

more formal painted assemblage. The differences between the structures in the

geometric drawn assemblage and that identified in the model are such that it cannot be

claimed that this assemblage resulted from ritual behaviour. Similarly, the

representation form of a diverse range of drawn post-contact motifs with a more

limited spatial distribution suggests that these motifs may not have been associated

with ritual behaviour. The scribble-like component of the drawn assemblage is more

widely distributed than the previous two components but the form of the resulting

images are unstructured and, as such, they are unlikely to hold a canonical or a self-

referential message. I could speculate that the marks were expedient reproductions of

some of the more formalised parallel lines or barred motifs, but not all aspects of this

component of the drawn assemblage have the structuring principles common to ritual.

Group ix, Associated rock art traditions 

Abraded grooves and pecked pits conform to the structuring principles identified as

those associated with ritual behaviour. Both traditions are invariant and repeated

throughout the region (Figure 7.17) indicating that their production constitutes a

highly formalised punctilious act. The production of these traditions at the same

complexes and, in the majority of cases, in the same sites as other rock art motif

Groups indicates that the traditions were produced in specialised places. Analysis of

patination demonstrated that abraded grooves and pecked pits have persisted through

time, while the symbolic and stylised form of the traditions provides the means to

transmit a canonical message.
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Abraded areas, battered edges and random pecking have many similar structuring

principles to the previous two traditions but they are more recent in origin and

significantly, each of the traditions lack the structured form to encode either a

canonical or self-referential message. While ethnographic evidence suggests that

abraded areas and battered edges were associated with ritual, this has not been

established using the criteria outlined in this thesis.

8.10 Conclusions

The analysis in this chapter has shown that the structural features universal to ritual

can be identified in many aspects of the central Australian rock art assemblage. The

motif Groups in which ritual structure was identified include the older engraved motif

Group (Group i), the stylistically similar engraved and painted motif Group (Group

iv), the rare and unique abraded motifs (Group v), one component of the recent

painted motif Group (Group vi), handstencils, handprints and hand outlines (Group

vii) and abraded grooves and pecked pits from the associated rock art traditions

(Group ix).

The relationship between the structural features and the content and context in which

the six different Groups associated with ritual were produced varied across the region.

This suggests that changes in the content and form of ritual had occurred through time

and that a number of different ritual forms may have been practised

contemporaneously, especially in more recent times. The invariant nature of the

content and structure of the early engraved motif classes (Group i) across the entire

region indicates that the production of these motifs was practised as part of ritual

activities performed in a similar manner across the entire region over many thousands

of years. Similarly, the general characteristics and the structure of the handstencil,

handprint and hand outline Group (Group vii) was consistent across the entire region

indicating that the ritual practice associated with the production of these motifs was

also widespread but may have been limited to a much shorter time span. However,

the self-referential form of the motifs indicates that ritual activity associated with the

production of these motifs is likely to be concerned with more immediate and

mundane matters than those associated with the early engraved motif Group. Ritual

associated with the highly stylised geometric forms of the earlier assemblage was
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likely to have encoded canonical messages and been associated with acts sanctioned

by the supernatural. The production of abraded grooves and pecked pits was also

ubiquitous throughout the study area indicating that these traditions were also

widespread general practices related to similar ritual performances within the region

The distribution of the remaining motif Groups associated with ritual differs from the

earlier engravings. The distribution of the stylistically similar painted and engraved

motifs (Group iv) has a more localised focus, as do the rare or unique abraded motifs

(Group v) and the dominant/repeated component of the recent painted motifs (Group

vi). While the structure of each of these motif Groups is similar across the region, the

most dominant or repeated motif or the particular individual abraded motif varies

between complexes indicating that the ritual practices associated with these Groups

are likely to have been localised. Analysis of the distribution of motifs at complexes

(Table 5.21) demonstrated that even though the art at complexes was produced using

the same motif vocabulary, the emphasis on a particular motif was specific to a

complex or site.

The evidence suggests that earlier widespread ritual practices associated with the

older engraved motif Groups were replaced by newer more localised, ritual practices

involving painted, printed, stencilled, drawn and engraved motifs. Ritual associated

with the production of the handstencil, handprint and hand outline Group and the

abraded groove and pecked pit traditions continued as a practice throughout the

region. The changes in the structure of the art assemblage identified in the analyses

support the archaeological evidence for changes in population distribution and

increased aggregation at art sites throughout the region in the past 1,400 years (Smith

1988; Thorley 1998a). A full investigation of the relationship between the ritual art

forms identified and changes in social complexity are beyond the scope of the thesis

(cf. Conkey 1985).

In the following chapter, I will evaluate the potential of the theoretical framework that

relates ritual and rock art and discuss the conclusions I have drawn in relation to the

aims of the research outlined in Chapters 1 and 3 of the thesis.
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